ACROSS
1) Struck thing
5) Title for Coptic bishops
10) People may be bounced without them
13) Heckelphone relative
14) Ballet support
15) La Scala solo
16) Kind of shower
19) Thoughtful gift?
20) Impoverished
21) Jessica of "Tootsie"
22) Bishop Tutu
24) Air Force domain
25) Cram-session cause
26) "Inception" director
28) Long measure of time (Var.)
30) OK with the cops
31) Big, flightless bird
34) They're not fake

38) Number that's its own square
39) "Inferno" author
40) Repetitive learning method
41) Student of Socrates
42) Kind of song or dive
44) Martin or Charlie of Hollywood
46) Gulped with gusto
49) Glides on high
50) Yellow pigment
52) Medic's org.
53) Exactly correct
54) Sources of irritation
55) Number for tea
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DOWN
1) Studied (with "over")
2) More than fat
3) Soft mineral often used for carving
4) Sushi possibility
5) Like a no-show
6) Like a whisperer's breath
7) Garrett of "Everybody Loves Raymond"
8) Affectedly aesthetic
9) "What'd I tell you?"
10) Woman in some Sherlock stories
11) Slight impressions
12) Completely fill
15) Until you get it right
17) Nephew of Abel
18) Acid-neutralizing base
23) Restaurant offering
24) Thin wooden strip
26) "Gee!"
27) Fairy-tale monster
28) "Long, long ___"
29) Hallow conclusion?
30) Penitential period
31) Stretched out
32) Subway Series player
33) "It's no ___"
35) Furthest from being a workaholic
36) Bread served with aloo gobi
37) Mountaineering challenge
41) Rabin's successor
42) Balloons
43) Eavesdropping device
44) Palindromic comics dog
45) Breed with a blue-black tongue
46) Casing
47) Remove errors
48) Pub competition
49) Case for an ophthalmologist
50) Palindromic comics dog
51) Breed with a blue-black tongue
54) Clumsy person
55) Number for tea